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Graphic Ambient

Architectural
Sign Solutions

BIGEXHIBITS is the first name in creative & iconic signage 
that brings buildings, settings and spaces to life.

RETAIL  |  CORPORATE  | PROMOTIONAL

We are one of Malta’s leading producer of large format graphic solutions 
for Retail, Interiors, Museums, Exhibitions, Events and Leisure.

We offer a solution orientated approach and take pride in delivering an 
exceptional and personal service and creating stunning outputs for any 
campaign. 

We can produce and print graphics onto almost anything; Direct to Media 
Printing (UV Printing), Roll fed material from vinyl to fabrics.

We have a great reputation for delivering the highest quality graphics at 
the most competitive prices with a full service from design to installation.

GRAPHICS

Wall Coverings / Murals

Building Wraps

Window Graphics

Floor Graphics

Vehicle Wrapping

Marine Graphics

Digital art – beautiful works of art to cover any size, any space with impact.



Our architectural signs are designed to inspire 
and bring buildings and their environments 
to life.

Organisations turn to us to deliver cutting 
edge signage design and outstanding 
manufacturing quality using materials that 
include the industry’s most energy efficient 
technologies and sustainable products to 
enhance interior and exterior landscapes.

From corporate identity to retail signage, 
illuminated signs and way finding systems, 
we design and manufacture bespoke 
solutions to suit the needs and budgets of 
every organisation. 

Signage Solutions

Facade Cladding and Signage - Atlas Insurance Ta Giorni
Range of Signage

Custom Architectural Signage

Fabricated Letter Signage

Freestanding Totems

Way finding - Internal & External

Projecting / Flag Signs

Suspended Signs

Health and Safety Signs

Facade Enhancement

Define the character of your facade.
A facade that completes your vision and has a character of its own and 
in line with your corporate guidelines.

We use Aluminium Composite panel cladding. 
Material that stands the test of time.

Material is available in various colours with high quality powder coating 
including brushed finishes.

Whether you are an architect, engineer, contractor or installer, 
BIGEXHIBITS is at your service to inspire, contribute, guide and support 
you in your project.

We will help you visualize the material and colours in different lightings 
and from various perspectives. From design to project management 
and installation.
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